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The theory of a gas laser with an absorbing cell within the resonator is discussed. The point of depar
ture is the concept of a nonomonotonic dependence of the effective gain of such a system on the squared 
field amplitude E 2 • The concept is used in the qualitative interpretation of the hysteresis phenomenon 
(lack of coincidence between the beginning and end of generation observed in frequency scanning or 
population variation in the active or passive components of the laser) discovered by Lisitsyn and 
Chebotaev1 1 ' 2 1 • A quantitative analysis is performed in the simplest approximation consisting in re
taining the - E 4 terms in the effective gain expansion. The output power as a function of frequency and 
the number of active and absorbing particles is investigated. 

L ISITSYN and Chebotaev1 1 ' 2 1 
0 recently experimented 

with a He-Ne laser (;>.. = 6328 A) that contained a neon 
absorption cell along with the active medium within the 
resonator. When a single mode is generated and the cell 
absorption is sufficiently high the plot of emission power 
E as a function of frequency 0 has a more or less pro
nounced maximum near the transition frequency; the 
maximum vanishes when the absorption is low (Fig. 1a). 
The plot of ~:(0) is asymmetric and the peak width de
pends on output power. When the absorption is increased 
further the plot of E (0) shows a hysteresis: the start and 
end of generation depend on the direction of frequency 
scanning. A similar pattern of generation power behav
ior is also observed when other parameters of the sys-
tem are varied, such as the discharge current I in the 
active medium (Fig. 1b) 1>. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This paper presents the theory of the effects ob
served by Lisitsyn and Chebotaev. We essentially con
sider the theory of a gas laser, taking account of the 
saturation effect in the absorbing medium. The presence 
of hysteresis in the output power can be qualitatively ex
plained in the following manner. In the stationary gener
ation regime the electric field amplitude E can be found 
by equating gains and losses in the system: 

(1.1) 

Here a1 and a2 are the products of gain and absorp
tion coefficients for the lengths 11 and l 2 of the active 
and absorbing media of the laser respectively, and f are 
the resonator losses. Since the function a 1(E 2 ) decreases 
monotonically (curve 1, Fig. 2) the solution of (1.1) in the 
absence of absorption (a 2 = 0) is unique if it exists at all. 
In addition to the solution Ei there is also a stationary 
state, E = 0, of the system. This state, however, is un-
stable if the gain a 1(0) in zero field exceeds the losses f. 
Therefore in the absence of absorption the amplitude E 
is always uniquely determined by (1.1) if a 1(0) > f, and 
is zero if a 1(0) < f. 

On the other hand, the presence of hysteresis in some 
frequency range (Fig. 1a) and in a definite interval of 

1 lThe peak in the E(O) plot was also recently observed by Lee and 
Skolnick [ 3 ] _ 
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FIG. I. a - Generation power E as a function of frequency Q_ The 

frequency scanning direction is indicated by arrows in curve 3. 
Curves 1, 2, 3 appear with increasing absorption. Gain is increased here 
in a corresponding manner. b-Generation power E as a function of the 
discharge current in the active laser component. Arrows indicate the di
rection of current variation. 

FIG. 2. Plot of effective gain 
a 1 - a2 as a function of squared 
electric field amplitude E. 

the discharge current values (Fig. 1b) points to the exis
tence of two stable states of the system, one of which is 
the zero-amplitude state. The stability of the E = 0 
state clearly requires that losses in the resonator ex
ceed the difference between gain and absorption in the 
zero field. Consequently in the region of the hysteresis 
a1(0)- a2(0) < f. Furthermore, (1.1) must have a stable 
solution. Figure 2 (curve 4) shows the simplest form of 
a1- a2, as a function of field amplitude, which satisfies 
these two conditions. In this situation the states E = 0 
and E = E4 are stable and the state with amplitude E~ is 
unstable. Such a nonmonotonicity of the function a 1(E 2 ) 

- a 2 (E 2 ) will be shown to be capable of providing a quali
tative exphmation for all the basic experimental results 
of Lisitsyn and Chebotaev1 1' 2 1• We note that a plot of 
this type is: possible under their experimental conditions 
if the pressures and currents in the active and absorbing 
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components of the laser are suitably adjusted. As we 
know the collision width y, lifetimes riA and Yn1 of the 
atom at the levels m and n, and the saturation parameter 
a= 2d2h-2y-\y~ + y~1) depend on pressure (dis the ma
trix element of the dipole moment). If the gas pressure 
in the absorption cell is much lower than in the active 
medium there will be a large difference between their 
saturation parameters: a 1 << a2 • Therefore the field de
pendence of the a2 coefficient will be more pronounced 
than that of a1, the effective gain a 1- a2 at low fields 
will be increasing instead of decreasing with the field, 
and the plot of a1- a2 will be non-monotonic. 

We now explain the hysteresis phenomena on the 
basis of Fig. 2. For this purpose we consider the case 
of hysteresis when a discharge current I in the amplify
ing medium (Fig. lb) is swept through its range of val
ues. Let the a1- a2 plot pass successively through posi
tions 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 (Fig. 2) when the discharge cur
rent and consequently a 1 decrease. At the same time 
the field amplitude smoothly varies from E2 to E 5 , ex
cept for curve 6, for which (1.1) has no solution, and the 
only possible state of the system is that with E = 0. This 
means that the generation terminates abruptly at the 
time when the plot of a 1- a 2 is no longer tangent to the 
straight line f. The current scan direction under con
sideration corresponds to curve 1 in Fig. lb. 

When the current is swept in the opposite direction 
there is no generation in the initial position (curve 6). 
Neither does generation occur in positions 5 and 4, al
though (1.1) then has a stable solution. For the genera
tion to occur we must have some "priming" field that 
usually is of a fluctuational origin. Since for curves 5 
and 4 losses exceed gain at low fields, a 1(0)- a 2(0) < f, 
the required priming field (E 5 and E~ respectively in the 
cases under consideration) is not low and generation due 
to fluctuational "priming" is practically improbable. 
Generation arises abruptly only after position 3 is 
reached, when a1(0)- a2(0) = f and any low "priming" 
field within some stabilization period converts the sys
tem to a stable state E = E 3 • The output power in this 
and in all the subsequent points is the same as that ob
served in the opposite current scanning direction. The 
current scanning direction considered here corresponds 
to curve 2 in Fig. lb. 

Curves 2-6 in Fig. 2 differ comparatively little in 
shape. As a result the plot of e(I) in Fig. lb is a mono
tonically increasing current function. However the exis
tence of a hysteresis region depends only on the behav
ior of the function a 1(E2)- a 2(E2)- f near the point E = 0. 
Indeed, all the conditions for hysteresis will remain in 
force if only we demand that the derivative of a 1- a2 be 
positive in the zero point as the function a1- a2- f 
passes through zero value. Hysteresis always exists 
when these conditions are met. On the other hand the 
plot of e(I) can be monotonic or nonmonotonic depending 
on the degree of difference among the curves in Fig. 2. 
The following discussion shows that our assumptions 
concerning the shape of the curves in Fig. 2 are readily 
verifiable by experiment. 

Consequently the assumptions underlying Fig. 2 ex
plain both the fact that generation power depends on the 
current scanning direction in the discharge tube and the 
presence of abrupt jumps at the start and termination of 
generation (Fig. lb). 

A more detailed description of the phenomenon and 
the interpretation of the generation power peak and fre
quency hysteresis (Fig. la) require explicit expressions 
for the gain and absorption coefficients. Consideration 
of the nonlinear properties of the medium in the form of 
the first nonvanishing correction (such as it is done by 
Lambr 4 r) is no longer sufficient for our purpose, since 
this yields rectilinear plots in Fig. 2. Therefore we use 
expressions that include fourth-order field amplitude 
terms for the coefficients a 1 and a 2 • Then (1.1) has the 
form 

y(e) = a<:2 - iJe + c = 0, (1.2) 

where E = a 1E2, and the coefficients a, b, c depend on 
the frequency, relaxation characteristics of the atom, 
and excitation intensity of the system. Figure 2 shows 
that in the approximation of (1.2) the hysteresis region 
corresponds to completely determined signs of the co
efficients: a< 0, b < 0, and c < 0, i.e., the signs of the 
coefficients are determined by the absorbing and not the 
active component of the oscillator. The end of genera
tion (the extreme left-hand point of curve 1 in Fig. lb) 
occurs when the discriminant in (1.2) vanishes: 

b2 = 4<Zc. (1.3) 

The "ignition" point of generation (the extreme right
hand point of curve 2 in Fig. lb) occurs when coefficient 
c turns to zero. Thus in the region of the hysteresis 

a<O, -14ac~b<0, c~O. (1.4) 

Of the two roots of (1.2) the system stability condi
tion (dy /de < 0) selects the root 

e = (b -y'b2 - 4ac) /2a. (1.5) 

According to the experimental conditionsr 1' 21 we as
sume that the Doppler line width kv is much larger than 
all the relaxation constants. According tor 5 1 the spatial 
inhomogeneity of the medium due to saturation shows up 
to an insignificant degree and is not taken into account. 
Atomic diffusion in the velocity space due to velocity 
changes in collisionsr 6 ' 71 is also neglected. We then ob
tain the following expressions for the coefficients a, b, 
and c: 

( Q-L';)2 c=NI-Nz-1- ·--
\ kV ' 

1 f r [ . ( Q- Ll!) J . r ( ~~ - Llz \] l b=~ 1 ll1 1+L\--- -Nz~ 1+L --) }' 
2 t y, L yz i 

3 { [ ( Q - Ll1 .) ( Q - A1 )] 
a=.'_ N1 1 +L 1 ---, +2£2 --

8 ' Yi ' Yl I 

[ (Q-L'>z) (Qz-Llz)J1 
- N2~2 1 + L \ ---:;;,-- + 2£2 y,- f' 

N;= a;(O)/f, 

1 
L(x)=---. 

1 +x2 

L'. = _N-,,L'.,-,_-_Ncccz_L'>_z 
N.-N2 

(1.6) 

Here the subscripts i = 1, 2 refer all quantities to the 
active or passive components respectively, Ni is the 
population difference expressed in the usual threshold 
units, and .O.i is the line shift. The frequency n is meas
ured from the transition frequency Wmn· We note that 
expansion (1.2) is applicable when the dimensionless 
radiation intensity E is small both in the active compon
ent 
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8~1. 

and in the passive component 

(1.7) 

(1.8) 

If the ratio {3 of the saturation parameters of the 
passive and active components is large then the second 
limitation can prove to be far more rigid and the first 
to be insignificant. 

2. CURRENT HYSTERESIS 

It is readily apparent from (1.6) that the hysteresis 
of emission power can be obtained by varying a number 
of parameters (Ni> U, f, kV). From the experimental 
viewpoint however the most interesting are the popula
tions Ni and frequency n. Ni can be readily varied by 
varying currents in the active or passive components of 
the laser while the remaining parameters are practically 
constant. Therefore the hysteresis accompanying the 
variation of Ni is called the current hysteresis. The 
frequency Q can also be scanned by standard methods. 
In this case we use the term frequency hysteresis and 
discuss it in the next section. 

The frequency dependence of the coefficients a, b, 
and c is not significant in current hysteresis; we thus 
consider generation only in the center of the line without 
taking the shifts into account: n = a 1 = a2 = 0. In this 
case the coefficients assume a simple form 

c = X, - Nz - 1, b = N, - 1\'2~, 
a = 312{1\", - N2j32). (2.1) 

The generation power t:(N,) is considered as a func-· 
tion of the concentration N1 of the emitting atoms. Fig-
ure 3 shows a series of characteristic curves corre
sponding to various numbers of absorbing atoms N2. 
Curve 1 represents the case of ordinary generation 
when N2 = 0, the coefficients a and b are of the same or
der, and due to (1.7) the term at:2 in (1.2) can be negle<:
ted. Here 

c N1 -1 
8~-=--~N,-1. 

b Nt 
(2.:!) 

Curve 3 corresponds to a value N2 = Ng that turns b 
and c simultaneously to zero at a certain point N1 = N~: 

N,0 =~/(~-1), N2°=1/(~-1). (2.:1) 

Such a point exists only when {3 > 1, corresponding to 
a high saturation in the passive component. Under this 
condition, that is now assumed satisfied, the coefficient 
a(N~ is negative and according to (1.5) we have near the 
point Nf 

-- 1/ 2 N,-N1° 
e~i-c/a= y 3 (~- 1 ) N,• . (2.4) 

We note that N~ is the threshold population in the 
presence of absorption Ng. Thus a characteristic fea
ture of the point (2.3) is the square-root dependence of 
emission power on the population excess above thres
hold. We also note that (2.3) affords us the opportunity 
to determine experimentally the {3 parameter. To 
achieve this we measure the ratio of threshold values of 
N, for the curves 1 and 3. 

Curve 2 in Fig. 3 corresponds to 0 < N2 < Ng. The 
coefficient b > 0 and hysteresis effects are absent in this 
region of N2 values. 

FIG. 3. Ge111eration power e as a 
function of th1: number of emitting 
atoms N 1 with the number of absorb
ing atoms N2 remaining fixed. Curve 
1 - N2 = 0; 2 -- 0 < N2 < N2 ° ; 3 -
N2 = N2 ° ; 4 - N2 > N2 °. 

E(N,) 

Curve 3 is the boundary between the non-hysteresis 
curves of type 2 and those of type 4 for which N2 > Ng. 
In the latter case b < 0 and consequently hysteresis is 
present. We find the width of the hysteresis region and 
the values of jumps in E at the boundary of this region. 
The right- and left-hand boundaries of the region 
("ignition" points N~ and termination points N~) are de
termined by the generation conditions c = 0 and b2 = 4ac 
respectively (see (1.4)); hence 

The values of power jumps Ei and t:t at these points are 

et·=~~2_1']z, et=~=_!_et. (2.6) 
a 3~ 2a 2 

The generation power near the termination point varies 
in the characteristic square- root manner as in the case 
of curve 3 (Fig. 3): 

e = et{1 + )'.(N1 - N,t) I (N13 - N,t)}. (2.7) 

According to (2.5) and (2. 7) the basic parameters of 
the hysteresis region are determined by 7] 2, i.e., by the 
excess of N2 over the critical value of Ng. Jumps in 
emission power at the generation "ignition" and term
ination points and the distance between the ''ignition'' 
point Nf and point N~ are proportional to 1J 2· On the 
other hand the width of the hysteresis region is propor
tional to 11:~. We finally note that the left-hand jump is 
half as small as the right-hand one. This conclusion and 
the square--root dependence of E near the termination 
point are confirmed by experiment (see Fig. 1b). 

Let us emphasize that by virtue of (1.8) the formulas 
(2. 5 )- (2. 7) are valid for 1J 2 « 1. This follows directly 
from a comparison of (2.6) and (1.8) for example. 

In a similar manner we can consider E as a function 
of the number of absorbing atoms N2 when the values of 
N, are constant. This corresponds to a change of cur
rent in the passive component of the laser while the cur
rent in the active component is constant. The resulting 
plots are similar to the curves in Fig. 3 if N2 instead of 
N 1 is laid off along the abscissa axis. The critical val
ues of N~ and~ remain of course the same. The width 
of the hyst,eresis region then turns out to be 

N2t-Ni ~(~ -1) 2 N, (2.8) 
_:__:_'--=---'- '1 'It= N,• - 1, 

N2° 6 1 ' 

and the jump values are 

e1 = 2et = 2/s'll· (2.9) 

In this case the condition (1.8) that controls the appli
cability of approximation (1.2) postulates that 1J 1 « {j 1• 

In spite of this the relative width of the hysteresis reg
ion (2.8) can be larger (approximately {3 times) than the 
relative width given by (2.5). This is clearly due to the 
fact that the number of absorbing atoms ~ is {3 times 
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smaller than the number of emitting atoms. Therefore 
it seems experimentally more convenient to vary the 
current in the passive cell. 

3. FREQUENCY DEPENDENCE OF OUTPUT POWER 

Frequency scanning produces fairly varied shapes of 
the power plots of E(n), since a large number of parame
ters ({3, Yi> ~i• Ni> etc.) participate in the expressions 
for the coefficients a, b, and c. Furthermore the fre
quency dependence of a, b, and c is more complex than 
the dependence on Ni, We are therefore limited to the 
consideration of some special cases. We assume that 

(3.1) 

which corresponds to a large collision broadening of the 
line in the active component of the laser. N 1 and N2 can 
be conveniently replaced by other parameters: 

(3.2) 

It can be shown that the applicability condition (1.8) 
for the expansion (1.2) requires, in addition to the obvi
ous t {3 « 1, that the additional inequality be satisfied 

n~ -1~ 1, (3.3) 

if n{3 > 1. Therefore by virtue of (3.1) and (3.2) we must 
always have 

n~1, N,-1~1. (3.4) 

Because of (3.4) the shifts ~ and ~ 1 practically coin
cide and can be regarded as zero without loss of gener
ality. 

If the frequency is measured in units of Y1 and all 
coefficients are divided by N1 (which obviously does not 
affect the end results) we obtain the following instead of 
(1. 6): 

c=\,-;,:2 /u, .-,;=Qfy,, u=(kvjy,) 2, 

b = '12{1 + L(x)- n~[1 + L(-r(x -I>))]}, {j =!'.,I y,, 

a= "/8 {1 +L(x) + 2£2(x) 

-n~'[1 + L(-r(x-6)) + 2L2(-r(x- {)))]}. (3.5) 

The product tu determines the points where c = 0. 
Therefore the quantity t can be verified from the dis
tance between the generation starting points (equal to 
2v'ftl). 

We first consider E(x) for comparatively small ab
sorptions where 1 - n {3 is not too small and b2 >> 4ac at 
all frequencies. Then 

c 2 \,u -x2 r h J 
e""~= . 1+ (3 6) 

- b u 1-n~+(1+x')-•L 1+•'2 (x-6)' ' · 

h= n~/2 •''=•2 1-n~/2.-62/2(1+62) ·(3.7) 
1-n~- ii2/2(1 + 62) ' 1-n~- 62/2(1 + 62 ) 

According to (3.6), the function E(x) contains two scale 
parameters: v'fU and 1/T'. If /fU» 1 (i.e., the width 
Y1 is much smaller than the generation region) the plot 
of E(x) has a typical ''Lamb dip'' that is defined by the 
denominator in (3.6) and that can be given the form 

[i-n~+ 1 ~x,f = 1 _!n~ [ 1 -1 +x'(~1~2n~)~~~-n~) ] (3 ·8 ) 

Consequently the introduction of absorption increases in 
general both the depth and the width of the "dip." This 
is obviously due to the nonresonance portion of satura
tion in the passive cell (the term - n {3 in the expression 

_, 
D 
a 

b r.rl c(.r}u 

b 
FIG. 4. a- generation power e as a function of frequency X= n/'y1 

in the symmetric (6 = 0) case; T = 'Y1 /'y2 = 6, fl = I 0, ~ = 2 X 10-3 • Curve 
I - n{J = 0; 2- n{J = 0.6; 3- n{J = 1.2. Curves 4 and 5 are not to scale; 
h = H/H0 • b- Frequency dependence of the coefficients b(x) (curves 
I - 3) and c(x) curves 4- 6); T = 6. Curve I - nfJ = 0; 2- nfl = 0.6; 
3 - nfJ = 1.2. Curve 4 is not to scale. 

(3.5) for b). Lisitsyn and Chebotaev111 did not observe 
the "dip" (curve 1 in Fig. 1a), i.e., the parameter tu 
was of the order of unity; this is implied in the follow
ing. 

The factor in brackets in (3.6) indicates the existence 
of a power peak with a dispersive shape, a width of 1/T' 
< 1/T « 1 and relative height h (Fig. 4a). This peak is 
due to that resonance portion of saturation in the passive 
cell (the term - n {3L[ T(x- o)] in the expression (3. 5) for 
b) which causes a minimum in the plot of b(x) (if n{3T 2 

> 1, Fig. 4b, curve 2). An increase in absorption causes 
an increase of the height of the peak as well as a nar
rowing of the peak and an increase of power Em in the 
maximum 2 >. In the symmetric case when o = 0 we have 

Bm-Bo=~=2h,~=_1_V~-n~ =~V--2 __ (3.9) 
eo 1- n~ 1:' -r 1- n~/2 -r 1 +em/eo ' 

where Eo is power in maximum for n {3 = 0. If o ;" 0 the 
plot of E(x) becomes asymmetric and the peak maximum 
occurs near x = o. 

It follows from (3. 7) that (3. 6) is no longer valid if 

b(x=.S) =1-n~-62 /2(1+62)-+0. 

This is due to the fact that the term 4ac dropped out in 
the transition from (1.5) to (3.6). The exact expression 
at x = 0 and for o = 0 has the form 

~= 2 . -1 (3.10) 
eo 1-n~+[l1-n~)'-6(1-n~2)[;]'/, · 

Since t {3 « 1 the term 6(n {32 - 1)t is significant only 
for small 

Jn~ -11 ~}'6Jn~2 -1J1;,~ 1. 

2 >Absorption increase with constant ~ implies a corresponding gain 
increase (see (3.2)) that is also the cause of power increase. 
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Therefore we set n {j = 1 in this term and proceed from 
(3.10) to the expression 

em- eo 2 

eo 1- n~ +[(1-nW+xJ'i• 
1, x=6(~-1K (3.11) 

We can readily show that (3.11) leads to a monotonic 
increase of Em with n {j and we have Em/ Eo= 2/./X at the 
characteristic point n {j = 1. When 1 » n {j- 1 » rx 
(3.11) yields 

e,./eo~4(n~-1) /x, 

i.e. the rise of Em (with n {j) is again linear but this time 
with a much larger slope than when n{j « 1 (4/x times). 
Our initial expansion of (1.2) is no longer valid with any 
further increase of n {j. However, we can show that Em 
always grows with increasing n {j. 

We now analyze frequency hysteresis and first con
sider the symmetric case of o = 0. The general condi
tions (1.4) of the hysteresis effects require that all the 
coefficients a, b, and c be negative. If n{j > 1 the coeffi
cient b(x) becomes negative (Fig. 4b, curve 3) within the 
regions 

lxl <x2~..:-1l'2(n~-1) (first region) 

and 

lxl > x1 ~ (n~ -1)-'" ~ 1 (second region). 

The coefficient a is a priori negative in these regions 
while the coefficient c < 0 when lxl > Xo = Vf\1. In the 
intermediate region x2 < lxl < xi hysteresis is impossi
ble because b > 0. The possibility of hysteresis occur
ring in the first and second regions depends on the quan
tity xo = Vf\1. If Xo < x2 hysteresis will exist in the rel~
ion Xo < lxl < X2 (curves 4 in Fig. 4a and b). If Xo > x1 

hysteresis is also possible in lxl > xo (curves 5 in Fig. 
4a and b). On the other hand, if x2 < x0 < xi (curve 6, 
Fig. 4b), hysteresis is impossible even if all coeffi
cients are negative in the second region. 

Indeed in this case the coefficient c turns to zero at 
a point where b is still positive. Therefore when the 
frequency is scanned (in the direction of increasing lxl) 
we have the usual termination of generation (without a 
jump and without the square root singularity) at the 
point lxl = Xo and generation can no longer occur with 
increasing lxl. When the scanning direction is reversed 
(decreasing lxl) generation occurs at the same point at 
which it terminated. Thus the curves in Fig. 4b exhaust 
all cases of hysteresis for o = 0 that are possible within 
the second power (in terms of E) expansion of (1.2). 

Figure 4b indicates the hysteresis regions in a more 
general case regardless of the validity of (1.2). We note 
that the general conditions of hysteresis postulate 
merely a definite behavior of the a I- a 2- f function 
near the point E = 0 (see discussion of Fig. 2), i.e., that 
the coefficient c should turn to zero at a point where 
b < 0. Consequently we can use Fig. 4b regardless of 
the magnitude of n {j to define the frequency regions that 
permit hysteresis. 

It is readily shown that when the condition 

n~ > fi'Z- [1 I(-.:+ l'Z)]}' (3.12) 

is met coefficient b is negative for all frequencies and 
hysteresis is observed for any value of !; . 

Let the maxima of the amplification and absorption 

a 

-azJ 

FIG. 5. a- Frequency dependence of generation power E for vari
ous values of gain excess over threshold and a shift between the centers 
of absorption and amplification lines. b - Frequency dependence of 
the coefficients b(x) and c(x) (curves I - 5). The dashed portion of 
the curve b(x) is not to scale. fl = \4; r = 8; nP = 1.2. Curve I - x0 = 0.08; 
2- x0 = 0.158; 3- x0 = 0.164; 4- x0 = 0.20; 5- x0 = 0.32. 

lines be shifted with respect to one another and o "" 0. 
The chara.cteristic function b(x) is given in Fig. 5b. As 
before hysteresis is observed if the points ± Xo = ± Vf\1 
for which c = 0 fall within the regions 

(3.13) 

where b < 0. However in contrast to the case of o = 0 
the plots of E(x) are asymmetric and hysteresis can 
either be absent or be present on one side or on both 
sides. 

We trace the sequence of the E(x) plots of the above 
types as Xo varies. For the sake of definiteness let b > 0 
at the point x = 0 (Fig. 5b). Then hysteresis is altogether 
absent when x0 < x2 (curve 1), is present only on the 
right-hand side of the plot when x2 < Xo < x3 (curves 3 
and 4), and is again absent in the case when lxii, X4 > xo 
> x3 • As x0 increases further the phenomenon depends 
on the relation between lxii and X4. We can show that 
lxii > X4. Consequently as Xo increases hysteresis first 
occurs on the right-hand side of the plot of E(x) (when 
lxd > xo > x4) and only later on the left-hand side. Thus 
hysteresis effects always begin on the side of the plot of 
E(x) towards which the power peak is shifted (x ~ o) and 
appear on the opposite side only in the course of a fur
ther increase of x (or of n {j). The experiments! I 1 failed 
to reveal a single exception from this rule. 

Let us examine in greater detail the variation of the 
plot of E(x) with increasing !; or, more conveniently, 
Xo = Vf\1. If x2- Xo > 0 is sufficiently large (curve 1 in 
Fig. 5b), E 2' c/b, the coefficient b changes relatively 
little, and the plot of E(x) is almost symmetric (curve 1 
in Fig. 5a.). As the distance x2- x0 decreases between 
the zeros of coefficients b and c, the variation of b as-
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sumes an increasing significance within the interval 
-Xo, Xo and the plot of E(x) becomes asymmetric. To 
investigate the plots near x2 for small lx2- Xoi we ex
pand b and c in powers of x - x2: 

e/ e, = y + [ (y - TJ) 2 - 21] 4Yo + 1] /2) 1'1•, 

y=x-x. Yo=Xo-x• 1]=4ja(x•)ll/~ ·8i=j!'(x•)l_(314) 
' ' b'2(x2) V u ' 2ja(x2) I · 

The function (3.14) is illustrated in Fig. 6 for four char
acteristic values of y0 • Curve 1 corresponds to Yo= 0, 
the case when the zeros of coefficients b and c coincide. 
Here the generation terminates at the point y = y0 , power 
E turns to zero according to the square- root law typical 
of the pre-hysteresis regime 

'e oo l'-21]y = l'-21] (x- x0), 

and the plot of E(x) assumes a sharply asymmetric shape 
as a whole (curves 2 in Fig. 5b and a). 

If Yo> 0 then c turns to zero in the region where 
b < 0 and hysteresis takes place according to the general 
conditions. However the shape of the plots of E(x) sig
nificantly depends on the relationship between y0 and the 
parameter 7J. When 0 < -y0 < TJ/2 the discriminant in 
(3.14) turns to zero at the point 

.~~--,..---, 

Yc = 1] -l'TJ(T] +2yo), 
and generation terminates abruptly (curve 2 in Fig. 6). 
The start of generation (frequency scanned from right to 
left) is as usual at the point y0 • The entire plot of E(x) 
(see curves 3 in Fig. 5a and b) is sharply asymmetric 
as before and the width of the hysteresis region is very 
small: 

1] + Yo-l'TJ(TJ +2Yo) < 1] /2<11!; 1. 

Now let -yo:::: 7J /2. Under these conditions the dis
criminant in (3.14) cannot be negative and generation 
power sharply rises to the right of the point y = 7J 
(curves 3 and 4 in Fig. 6). Figure 5b shows (curve 4) 
that this is accompanied by a power peak with a maxi
mum near x = ll. An abrupt termination of generation 
(the discriminant vanishes near the point Xa) occurs on 
the right-hand side of the peak. The power Em at the 
peak maximum depends on the relationship between the 
parameter x and the minimum value of b just as in the 
case of ll = 0. In particular if b2(1l) » 4a(ll )c(ll), i.e., 

n~-1- 62/2(1 + 62) > l'x(/12 I xo•- 1)'1•, 

then E ~ b/a and Em is practically independent of ?: 
(compare curves 4 and 5 in Fig. 5a). We emphasize that 
with a small excess of Yo over 7J /2 the entire peak is 
within the hysteresis region whose width is comparable 
to x3 - x2 >> 7J • Thus in the case of ll # 0 the width of 
the hysteresis region changes abruptly at the point 
-yo=7J/2. 

/ 
/ 

/ 
/ 

/ 

FIG. 6. The shape of function e 
(3.14) for various values of Yo; 
curve 1 -Yo = 0; 2- Yo = 4/91/; 
3 -Yo = f//2; 4- Yo = 0.52f/. 

A significant increase of y0 (in comparison to 7J) 
shifts the hysteresis region in the direction of Xa; the 
region narrows down and completely vanishes when 
Xo = x3 • Finally when Xo > X4 and x0 > - X1 > X4 hysteresis 
regions appear consecutively in the right- and left-hand 
sides of the plot of E(x). In the course of these changes 
the power peak near x = ll continues although its relative 
height decreases with increasing x0• 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

We first consider the problem of the relation between 
the above theory and experiment. The work was based 
on the following three assumptions: (1) nonmonotonic 
dependence of the effective gain ll' 1- ll'2 on the squared 
field amplitude E; (2) the use of expansion of 0!1- 0!2 in 
powers of E including E2 ; (3) a definite collision model 
for the computation of the expansion coefficients a, b, 
and c. These three assumptions do not carry equal 
weight. The first implies the very fact of the hysteresis 
effect, the abrupt change of generation power at the 
boundaries of the hysteresis region, and the square
root dependence of power near the generation termina
tion point and before the onset of hysteresis. All these 
phenomena are observable and constitute a qualitative 
verification of the theory. The retention of the E2 terms 
in the a 1- 0'2 expansion is the first approximation in the 
description of the hysteresis effects. This approxima
tion was selected exclusively for the sake of analytic 
simplicity and in order to encompass the broad range of 
phenomena for which such an approximation is still ade
quate. Nevertheless it is a serious limitation and in 
some cases Lisitsyn and Chebotaev1 1'2 1 reached powers 
high enough to make our approximation appear unaccept
able. The expansion we used is not suitable also in the 
solution of the important problem of the power limits 
attainable in lasers with an absorbing cell. The analysis 
of this problem requires exact expressions for ll'i(E). 

The most detailed part of the theory is the expression 
(1.6) for the coefficients a, b, and c. The width and 
height of the power peak, the sequence of appearance of 
frequency hysteresis accompanying the variation of ex
citation, and the widths of the current and frequency 
hysteresis regions are all defined by the explicit form 
of the coefficients a, b, and c. The majority of these re
sults have had no quantitative confirmation at this time. 
Insofar however as the first two assumptions cannot 
raise any doubts such a proof would merely constitute a 
validation of our concepts concerning relaxation phenom
ena in the active and absorbing media. 

In Sec. 3 we were limited to the special case where 
the line widths and saturation parameters are markedly 
different in the two laser components, T >> 1, f3 » 1. 
We now consider some other possible situations. So far 
we assumed that amplification and absorption occur at 
the same transition but with different gas pressures. 
The condition T >> 1 here implies f3 >> 1 and vice versa 
(see (1.6)). The absorbing gas can obviously differ from 
the amplifying gas. In that case f3 contains the squared 
ratio of the matrix elements of the dipole moment and 
the parameters T and f3 are not very rigidly bound3 >, i.e., 

3 >we note that the value of~ can also be varied with constant T by 
focusing or defocusing the field in one of the laser components. This 
possibility was not taken into account in (1.6). 
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the condition {3 > 1 or {3 < 1 can be satisfied for any 
value ofT. 

It is clear from Sees. 2 and 3 that the hysteresis 
conditions limit only the value of {3. For example if 
o = 0 it is necessary that {3 > 1 and the ratio of line 
widths T is arbitrary. Variation of T obviously does not 
introduce qualitative changes into the plots of E(l) (Fig. 
3). On the other hand the frequency dependence of power 
will be quite different since the plots of the coefficients: 
b(x) and a(x) are strongly dependent on T. In particular, 
when {3 » 1 and T « 1, we can choose the conditions so 
as to have two power peaks in e(x) at the boundaries of 
the generation region. 

In conclusion we note the nature of transient proces·
ses typical of lasers with an absorbing cell. The equa
tion of motion 

de I dt = (a,- a2 - /)e, 

shows that the characteristic periods of variation of E 

significantly depend on the shape of the function a 1 - a:! 

- f. Therefore the introduction of an absorbing cell can 
strongly affect the time characteristics of the laser. 

The above analysis shows that a gas laser with an ab
sorbing cell is subject to numerous and unique phenom--

ena that are of interest both in terms of their physics 
and applications. In addition to their use in s~ectro
scopy and frequency stabilization systems12 ' 3 there are 
other possible applications of these phenomena. For ex
ample a las,er with an absorbing cell operating in the 
hysteresis mode can serve as a memory element. 
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